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Prologue (_underscores_ denote italics). The Reverend Father Adone Doni [Greek: Ta gar physika, kai ta Ãªthika, alla
kai ta mathÃªmatika, kai tous egkyklious logous, kai peri technÃ´n, pasan eichen empeirian.

He had wits enough; all he lacked was common sense and appreciation of ordinary everyday things. His life
was divided between phantoms of the past and dreams of the future; the actual present was utterly foreign to
his notions. For his political ideas, these came simultaneously from antique Santa Maria degli Angeli and the
revolutionary secret societies of London, and were a combination of Christian and socialist. But he was no
fanatic; his contempt for human reason was too complete for him to attach great importance to his own share
in it. The government of states appeared to him in the light of a huge practical joke, at which he would laugh
quietly and composedly, as a man of taste should. Judges, civil and criminal, caused him surprise, while he
looked on the military classes in a spirit of philosophical toleration. I was not long in discovering some
flagrant contradictions in his mental attitude. He longed with all the charity of his gentle heart for the reign of
universal peace. Yet at the same time he had a penchant for civil war, and held in high esteem that Farinata
degli Uberti, who loved his native Florence so boldly and so well that he constrained her by force and fraud,
making the Arbia run red with Florentine blood the while, to will and think precisely what he willed and
thought himself. For all that, the Reverend Father Adone Doni was a tender-hearted dreamer of dreams. It was
on the spiritual authority of St. He believed the Paraclete was leading the Popes along a road unknown to
themselves. But in our walks abroad we frequently managed to meet as if by accident. Half a league outside
the Porta Romana the high road traverses a hollow way between melancholy uplands on either hand, relieved
only by a few gloomy larches. Under the clayey slope of the northern escarpment and close by the roadside, a
dry well rears its light canopy of open ironwork. At this spot I would encounter the Reverend Father Adone
Doni almost every evening, seated on the coping of the well, his hands buried in the sleeves of his gown,
gazing out with mild surprise into the night. The gathering dusk still left it possible to make out on his
bright-eyed, flat-nosed face the habitual expression of timid daring and graceful irony which was impressed
upon it so profoundly. Then I would take my place by his side on the old stone well-head, that bore some
traces of carving. It was still possible, in full daylight, to distinguish a figure with a head bigger than its body
and representing an Angel, as seemed indicated by the wings. The Reverend Father never failed to say
courteously: Welcome to the Well of St. He informed me it was because of a very edifying little miracle,
which for all its charm had unfortunately never found a place in the collection of the Fioretti. I begged him to
oblige me by telling it, which he proceeded to do in the following terms:
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Opening scene to the entrance of John Proctor Summary The play is set in Salem, Massachusetts, ; the
government is a theocracyâ€”rule by God through religious officials. Within the community, there are
simmering disputes over land. Matters of boundaries and deeds are a source of constant, bitter disagreements.
Ten-year-old Betty Parris lies in an unmoving, unresponsive state. Parris is a grim, stern man suffering from
paranoia. He believes that the members of his congregation should not lift a finger during religious services
without his permission. Parris has sent for Reverend John Hale of Beverly, an expert on witchcraft, to
determine whether Betty is indeed bewitched. Parris berates his niece, Abigail Williams, because he
discovered her, Betty, and several other girls dancing in the forest in the middle of the night with his slave,
Tituba. Tituba was intoning unintelligible words and waving her arms over a fire, and Parris thought he
spotted someone running naked through the trees. Abigail denies that she and the girls engaged in witchcraft.
She states that Betty merely fainted from shock when her father caught them dancing. Parris fears that his
enemies will use the scandal to drive him out of his ministerial office. He asks Abigail if her name and
reputation are truly unimpeachable. Elizabeth Proctor, a local woman who once employed Abigail at her home
but subsequently fired her, has stopped attending church regularly. There are rumors that Elizabeth does not
want to sit so close to a soiled woman. Abigail denies any wrongdoing and asserts that Elizabeth hates her
because she would not work like a slave. Parris asks why no other family has hired Abigail if Elizabeth is a
liar. Abigail insinuates that Parris is only worried about her employment status because he begrudges her
upkeep. Thomas Putnam and his wife enter the room. Putnam had seven babies that each died within a day of
its birth. Convinced that someone used witchcraft to murder them, she sent Ruth to Tituba to contact the spirits
of her dead children in order to discover the identity of the murderer. Parris berates Abigail anew and asserts
that she and the girls were indeed practicing witchcraft. Putnam urges Parris to head off his enemies and
promptly announce that he has discovered witchcraft. Once they are alone, Abigail updates Mercy on the
current situation. Mary Warren, the servant for the Proctor household, enters the room in a breathless, nervous
state. She frets that they will all be labeled witches before long. Betty sits up suddenly and cries for her
mother, but her mother is dead and buried. She threatens to kill them if they breathe a word about the other
things that they did. She shakes Betty, but Betty has returned to her unmoving, unresponsive state.
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For all that, the Reverend Father Adone Doni was a tender-hearted dreamer of dreams. It was on the spiritual authority
of St. Peter's chair he counted to establish in this world the kingdom of God. He believed the Paraclete was leading the
Popes along a road unknown to themselves.

You may copy it, give it away or re-use it under the terms of the Project Gutenberg License included with this
eBook or online at www. The Well of Saint Clare Author: Alfred Allinson Release Date: July 1, [EBook ]
Language: English Character set encoding: The Ascending up of Andria Tafi iii. The Seraphic Doctor iv. The
Loaf on the Flat Stone v. The Table under the Fig-tree vi. The Subtle Doctor viii. The Burning Coal ix. The
House of Innocence x. The Friends of Order xi. The Revolt of Gentleness xii. Words of Love 3 17 51 73 85 95
96 xiii. Occupied all day long with meticulous researches among the city archives, I used after supper to take
an evening walk along the wild road leading to Monte Oliveto, where I would encounter in the twilight huge
white oxen under ponderous yokes dragging a rustic wain with wheels of solid timberâ€”all unchanged since
the times of old Evander. The church bells knelled the peaceful ending of the day, while the purple shades of
night descended sadly and majestically on the low chain of neighbouring hills. The black squadrons of the
rooks had already sought their nests about the city walls, but relieved against the opalescent sky a single
sparrow-hawk still hung floating with motionless wings above a solitary ilex tree. I moved forward to confront
the silence and solitude and the mild terrors that lowered before me in the growing dusk. The tide of darkness
rose by imperceptible degrees and drowned the landscape. The infinite of starry eyes winked in the sky, while
in the gloom below the fireflies spangled the bushes with their trembling love-lights. These living sparks cover
all the Roman Campagna and the plains of Umbria and Tuscany, on May nights. All along my path they
quivered in the bents and brushwood, chasing one another, and ever and anon, at the call of desire, tracing
above the roadway the fiery arch of their darting flight. On the white ribbon of the road, in these clear Spring
nights, the only person I [Pg 4] [Pg 5] used to encounter was the Reverend Father Adone Doni, who at the
time was, like myself, working in the old Academy degli Intronati. I had taken an instant liking for the
Cordelier in question, a man who, grown grey in study, still preserved the cheerful, facile humour of a simple,
unlettered countryman. He was very willing to converse; and I greatly relished his bland speech, his cultivated
yet artless way of thought, his look of old Silenus purged at the baptismal font, the play of his passions at once
keen and refined, the strange, alluring personality that informed the whole man. Assiduous at the library, he
was also a frequent visitor to the marketplace, halting for choice in front of the peasant girls who sell oranges,
and listening to their unconventional remarks. He was learning, he would say, from their lips the true Lingua
Toscana. All I knew of his past life, about which he never spoke, was that he was born at Viterbo, of a noble
but miserably impoverished family, that he had studied the humanities and theology at Rome, as a young man
had joined the Franciscans of Assisi, where he worked at the Archives, and had had difficulties on questions of
faith with his ecclesiastical superiors. Indeed I thought I noticed myself a tendency in the Father towards
peculiar views. He was a man of religion and a man of science, but not without certain eccentricities under
either aspect. He believed in God on the evidence of Holy Scripture and in accordance with the teachings of
the Church, and laughed at those simple philosophers who believed in Him on their own account, without
being under any obligation to do so. So far he was well within the bounds of orthodoxy; it was in connection
with the Devil that he professed peculiar opinions. These little eccentricities of thought and temperament,
which had separated him from the rest of the world and thrown him back upon a solitary existence, afforded
me amusement. He had wits enough; all he lacked was common sense and appreciation of ordinary everyday
things.
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Occupied all day long with meticulous researches among the city archives, I used after supper to take an
evening walk along the wild road leading to Monte Oliveto, where I would encounter in the twilight huge
white oxen under ponderous yokes dragging a rustic wain with wheels of solid timber--all unchanged since the
times of old Evander. The church bells knelled the peaceful ending of the day, while the purple shades of night
descended sadly and majestically on the low chain of neighbouring hills. The black squadrons of the rooks had
already sought their nests about the city walls, but relieved against the opalescent sky a single sparrow-hawk
still hung floating with motionless wings above a solitary ilex tree. I moved forward to confront the silence
and solitude and the mild terrors that lowered before me in the growing dusk. The tide of darkness rose by
imperceptible degrees and drowned the landscape. The infinite of starry eyes winked in the sky, while in the
gloom below the fireflies spangled the bushes with their trembling love-lights. These living sparks cover all
the Roman Campagna and the plains of Umbria and Tuscany, on May nights. All along my path they quivered
in the bents and brushwood, chasing one another, and ever and anon, at the call of desire, tracing above the
roadway the fiery arch of their darting flight. I had taken an instant liking for the Cordelier in question, a man
who, grown grey in study, still preserved the cheerful, facile humour of a simple, unlettered countryman. He
was very willing to converse; and I greatly relished his bland speech, his cultivated yet artless way of thought,
his look of old Silenus purged at the baptismal font, the play of his passions at once keen and refined, the
strange, alluring personality that informed the whole man. Assiduous at the library, he was also a frequent
visitor to the marketplace, halting for choice in front of the peasant girls who sell oranges, and listening to
their unconventional remarks. All I knew of his past life, about which he never spoke, was that he was born at
Viterbo, of a noble but miserably impoverished family, that he had studied the humanities and theology at
Rome, as a young man had joined the Franciscans of Assisi, where he worked at the Archives, and had had
difficulties on questions of faith with his ecclesiastical superiors. Indeed I thought I noticed myself a tendency
in the Father towards peculiar views. He was a man of religion and a man of science, but not without certain
eccentricities under either aspect. He believed in God on the evidence of Holy Scripture and in accordance
with the teachings of the Church, and laughed at those simple philosophers who believed in Him on their own
account, without being under any obligation to do so. So far he was well within the bounds of orthodoxy; it
was in connection with the Devil that he professed peculiar opinions. These little eccentricities of thought and
temperament, which had separated him from the rest of the world and thrown him back upon a solitary
existence, afforded me amusement. He had wits enough; all he lacked was common sense and appreciation of
ordinary everyday things. His life was divided between phantoms of the past and dreams of the future; the
actual present was utterly foreign to his notions. For his political ideas, these came simultaneously from
antique Santa Maria degli Angeli and the revolutionary secret societies of London, and were a combination of
Christian and socialist. But he was no fanatic; his contempt for human reason was too complete for him to
attach great importance to his own share in it. The government of states appeared to him in the light of a huge
practical joke, at which he would laugh quietly and composedly, as a man of taste should. Judges, civil and
criminal, caused him surprise, while he looked on the military classes in a spirit of philosophical toleration. I
was not long in discovering some flagrant contradictions in his mental attitude. He longed with all the charity
of his gentle heart for the reign of universal peace. For all that, the Reverend Father Adone Doni was a
tender-hearted dreamer of dreams. It was on the spiritual authority of St. He believed the Paraclete was leading
the Popes along a road unknown to themselves. But in our walks abroad we frequently managed to meet as if
by accident. Half a league outside the Porta Romana the high road traverses a hollow way between
melancholy uplands on either hand, relieved only by a few gloomy larches. Under the clayey slope of the
northern escarpment and close by the roadside, a dry well rears its light canopy of open ironwork. At this spot
I would encounter the Reverend Father Adone Doni almost every evening, seated on the coping of the well,
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his hands buried in the sleeves of his gown, gazing out with mild surprise into the night. The gathering dusk
still left it possible to make out on his bright-eyed, flat-nosed face the habitual expression of timid daring and
graceful irony which was impressed upon it so profoundly. Then I would take my place by his side on the old
stone well-head, that bore some traces of carving. It was still possible, in full daylight, to distinguish a figure
with a head bigger than its body and representing an Angel, as seemed indicated by the wings. The Reverend
Father never failed to say courteously: Welcome to the Well of St. I begged him to oblige me by telling it,
which he proceeded to do in the following terms: But the Siennese, a covetous and cruel generation, true sons
of the She-Wolf on whose milk they boasted themselves to have been suckled, gave a sorry welcome to the
holy man, who bade them take into their house two ladies of a perfect beauty, to wit Poverty and Obedience.
They overwhelmed him with obloquy and mocking laughter, and drove him forth from the city. He left the
place in the night by the Porta Romana. Brother Leo, who tramped alongside, spoke up and said to him: I have
not known how to knock at the doors of their hearts forcefully and skilfully enough. I am far below the fellows
who set a bear dancing in the Great Piazza. For they draw together a great crowd by exhibiting the rude coarse
beast, whilst I that had ladies of celestial fairness to show them, I have attracted no one. Brother Leo, I charge
you, on your holy obedience, to say thus to me: As he went on his murky way, his thoughts turned to pleasant
Assisi, where he had left behind him his sons in the spirit, and Clare, daughter of his soul. He knew how Clare
was exposed to great tribulations for the love of holy Poverty. And he doubted whether his well-beloved
daughter were not sick of body and soul, and weary of well-doing, in the house of St. He dragged himself as
far as the Well here, which was then in its pristine beauty and full of limpid water, and fell exhausted on the
well-head where we are seated at this moment. A long while the man of God remained bent over the mouth of
the well. After which, lifting up his head, he said joyfully to Brother Leo: Francis drank a few drops of water
in the hollow of his hand, and arose refreshed. Clare was given to this Well. Night after night I returned to find
the amiable Cordelier sitting on the edge of the mystic well. I would seat myself by his side, and he would tell
over for my benefit some fragment of history known only to himself. He had many delightful stories of the
sort to relate, being better read than any one else in the antiquities of his country. These lived again and grew
bright and young in his head, as if it contained an intellectual Fountain of Eternal Youth. Ever fresh pictures
flowed from his white-fringed lips. As he spoke, the moonlight bathed his beard in a silver flood. He clings to
my memory like a figure in a dream; and I have now put into writing the tales he told me on the road of Monte
Oliveto. They will be found in the present volume; I only hope they may have retained, in their new dress,
some vestiges of the grace they had in the telling at the Well of St.
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Prologue. The Reverend Father Adone Doni [Greek quote][1] [1] "For of physical and ethical science, no less than of
mathematics and the common round of learning, as.

Anatole France First Page: The Greek passages in this text have been transliterated into Latin characters. The
symbol [oe] represents an oe ligature. The Cockroaches 96 ii. The Ascending up of Andria Tafi iii. The Master
iv. The Lamp iii. The Loaf on the Flat Stone v. The Table under the Fig tree vi. The Temptation vii. The
Subtle Doctor viii. The Burning Coal ix. The House of Innocence x. The Friends of Order xi. The Revolt of
Gentleness xii. Words of Love xiii. The Truth xiv. Occupied all day long with meticulous researches among
the city archives, I used after supper to take an evening walk along the wild road leading to Monte Oliveto,
where I would encounter in the twilight huge white oxen under ponderous yokes dragging a rustic wain with
wheels of solid timber all unchanged since the times of old Evander. The church bells knelled the peaceful
ending of the day, while the purple shades of night descended sadly and majestically on the low chain of
neighbouring hills. The black squadrons of the rooks had already sought their nests about the city walls, but
relieved against the opalescent sky a single sparrow hawk still hung floating with motionless wings above a
solitary ilex tree. I moved forward to confront the silence and solitude and the mild terrors that lowered before
me in the growing dusk. The tide of darkness rose by imperceptible degrees and drowned the landscape
Chapter 6 : Prologue - Research Paper Example : calendrierdelascience.com
Prologue: The Reverend Father Adone Doni. San Satiro. Messer Guido Cavalcanti. Lucifer. The loaves of black bread.
The merry-hearted Buffalmacco. The lady of Verona. The human tragedy. The mystic blood. A sound security. History of
DoÃ±a Maria d'Avalos and the Duke d'Andria. Bonaparte at San Miniato.
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the well of saint clare by anatole france contents the well of saint clare prologue the reverend father adone DONI I was
spending the Spring at Sienna. Occupied all day long with meticulous researches among the city archives, I used after
supper to.
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Prologue. The Reverend Father Adone Doni -- San Satiro -- Messer Guido Cavalcanti -- Lucifer -- The loaves of black
bread -- The merry-hearted Buffalmacco -- The lady of Verona -- The human tragedy -- The mystic blood -- A sound
security -- History of DoÃ±a Maria d'Avalos and the Duke d'Andria.
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the well of saint clare by anatole france contents the well of saint clare prologue THE REVEREND FATHER ADONE
DONI I was spending the Spring at Sienna. Occupied all day long with meticulous researches among the city archives, I
used.
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